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Abstract— Nowadays, population is increasing day by day and consequently, the use of electricity has been also increased. It is 

becoming difficult to cater increasing demand of energy since the use of electrical gadgets is escalating day by day. There are various 

sources to get energy like transmission of generated electricity to people by transmission tower. Because of this approach, the use of 

electricity has been increased and hence, the construction of transmission tower is also increasing. The construction of transmission 

tower requires a lot of space. One energy transmission tower requires approximately 25 m2 land space and because of this it has 

become extremely pivotal to find a structure that requires less space. The use of monopole tower has become imperative because it 

requires less space as compared to transmission tower. While transmission tower is a structure made of one truss, Monople tower is a 

structure made of tubes. In this comparative study Transmission line tower and Monopole tower has to be compared for minimum space, 

weight and cost by evaluating axial force, displacement and weight of tower. In this present research a study on 132kv suspension tower 

with different configuration is compared with monopole tower for same configuration and loadings. Modelling and Analysis of the tower is 

done using STAAD.Pro V8i software using IS 802 ( Part1 / Sec 1 ): 2015 and CBIP manual. 

 
Index Terms— Comparative Study, Cost Cutting, Energy Supply, Energy Demand, Land Problems, Monopole Tower, Transmission 

Tower. 

——————————  —————————— 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

THIS document is to highlight the current scenario for 
the increase in the energy demand and decreade in the 
usable land as transmission towers require a much 
amount of space, due to the polulation density it is very 
hard for the power grid to transmit sufficient energy 
through the population density centers effectively. 
Addressing this issue may find us a way to supply elec- 
tricity through dense areas in a comparatively cheaper 
way also in urban cities transmission lines are non 
asthetic and could affect the aschetics of the CBD (The 
central business district) of a urban city. Monopole 
Towers here can provide us the same rang of transmit- 
ting the electricity needs with comparatively less space 
and very much better asthetics. 
Developed contries has already opted monopoles for 
transmission of electricity. 
In general steel transmission line towers and monopoles 
are used to transmit the electric power. Considering of 
non-availability of sufficient land for installation of con- 
ventional steel lattice type tower, To defeat these practi- 
cal difficulties, a new type of transmission line is being 
used world-wide, is called monopole. 
The construction cost of monopole tower constitutes 
about quarter to half of the cost of transmission line and 
hence optimum tower design will bring in essential sav- 
ings. 

 
2 SCOPE OF STUDY 

 

 To find out and compare the axial forces, deflection 

and weight of tower for different configuration of tower. 

 Analysis can be done with different loading condition 

like Reliability condition, security condition and safety condi- 

tion. 

 Single circuit, Double Circuit, suspension and tension 

tower will be study.

 Design of transmission tower is done as per IS 802:2015 

and monopole tower is design as per CENTRAL BOARD 

OF IRRIGATION AND POWER manual publication 

No.323.

 Analytical study helps to select structure for area where 

need of right of way is limited due to adequate land.

 Cost comparison for both types of tower.

 The economic tower can be used after comparing the re- 

sults of the STAAD pro analysis.

 
3 TOWER LOADINGS 

 
As Tower loading is most vital input for tower design. 

Any mistake, omission or error in the load assessment 

will make the tower design erroneous and it will lead 

to severe financial impact to perform corrections, mod- 

ification at a later date. Various types of loads are to be 

calculated accurately depending upon the design pa- 

rameters. In the load calculation the wind play a vital 

role. The correct assessment of wind load will lead to 

proper load assessment and reliable design of tower 

structures. 

Requirement of Loads on Transmission Lines 
 

3.1. Climatic loads related to reliability requirements. 

3.2. Failure containment loads related to security re- 

quirements. 

3.3. Construction and maintenance loads related to 

safety re quirements. 
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3.1 TRANSVERSE LOADS FOR RELIABILITY 

CONDITION (NORMAL CONDITION) 

 
Wind load on Conductor and Ground wire 
The load due to wind on each conductor and ground 

wire, 𝐹𝑤𝑐 in Newton applied at supporting  point 

normal to the line shall be determined by the following 

expression: 

𝐹𝑤𝑡= 𝑃𝑑 x 𝐶𝑑𝑡 x 𝐴𝑒 x 𝐺𝑡 

 
 

𝑃𝑑 = design wind pressure, in N/m2; 
 

𝐶𝑑𝑡 = drag coefficient for panel under consideration 

against which the wind force is acting. Values of 𝐶𝑑𝑡 for 

different solidity ratios are given in Table 4.1. 

 
Where, 

𝐹𝑤𝑐 = 𝑃𝑑 x 𝐶𝑑𝑐 x L x d x 𝐺𝑐 Solidity ratio which is equal to the effective area (pro- 

jected area of all the individual elements) of a frame 
𝑃𝑑 = design wind pressure, in N/m2; 
𝐶𝑑𝑐 = drag coefficient, taken as 1.0 for Conductor and 

1.2 for ground wire; 

L = wind span, which is sum of half the span on either 

side of supporting point, in metres; 

D = diameter of cable, in metres; and 

𝐺𝑐 = gust response factor, takes into account the turbu- 

lence of the wind and the dynamic response of the 

conductor. Values of Gc are given in Table below for the 

three terrain categories and the average height of the 

conductor/ground wire above the ground. 
 

 
Wind load on tower 

 
In order to determine the wind load on tower, the tower 

first of all divided into different  panels  having  a  height 

'h'. These panels in  normal  case  should  be  taken 

between the intersections of the legs and bracings. For a 

lattice tower composed of square cross- section, the 

resultant wind load 𝐹𝑤𝑡 in Newtons,  for wind normal  to 

the longitudinal face of tower, on a panel  height  'h' 

applied at the centre of gravity of this panel is: 

normal to the wind direction -divided  by  the  area 

enclosed by the boundary of the frame  normal  to  the 

wind direction; 

𝐴𝑒 = total net surface area of the legs, bracings, cross 

arms and secondary members of the panel projected 

perpendicular to the face in m2. (The projections of the 

bracing elements of the adjacent faces and of that plan- 

and-hip bracing sections may be neglected while deter- 

mining the projected surface of a face) 

𝐺𝑡 = gust response factor, peculiar to the ground rough- 

ness and depends on the  height above ground. Values of 

GT for the three terrain categories are given in Table. 
 

 
Transverse Load from Mechanical Tension of Conductor 

and Ground wire due to Wind (Deviation Load) 

This load acts on the tower as component of Mechanical 

tension of conductor or ground wire. 

𝐹𝑤𝑑= 2 x T x sin Ø/2 
 

𝐹𝑤𝑑 = Load in Newtons 
 

T = Maximum tension of Conductor and ground wire at 

every day  temperature  and 100%  of full wind  pressure 

or at minimum temperature and 36% of  full  wind 

pressure whichever is more stringent. 

Ø = Angle of deviation. 
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Total transverse load under reliability condition 
 

TR = 𝐹𝑤𝑐 + 𝐹𝑤𝑖 + 𝐹𝑤𝑡 + 𝐹𝑤𝑑 
 

Where “𝐹𝑤𝑐” and “𝐹𝑤𝑖” and “𝐹𝑤𝑑” are to be applied  on 

all Conductor/Ground wire points But “𝐹𝑤𝑡” to  be 

applied on tower at ground wire peak and cross arm 

levels and at any one convenient level between bottom 

cross arm and ground level for normal tower In case of 

Normal tower with extensions, one more application level 

shall be taken at top end of extension. 

 
3.2 TRANSVERSE LOADS IN SECURITY CONDITION 

 

3.2.1 Suspention Tower 
 

Transverse loads due to wind action on tower structure, 

conductor, ground wires and insulators shall be taken as 

corresponding to 75% of full wind pressure at everyday 

temperature. 

Transverse loads due to line deviation shall be based on 

component of mechanical tension of unbroken conductors 

and ground wires/ OPGW corresponding to everyday 

temperature and 75% of full wind pressure. For broken 

conductor, ground wire or OPGW,  the component  shall 

be corresponding to 50% of mechanical tension of 

conductor and 100% of mechanical tension of groundwire 

at everyday temperature and corresponding to 75% of full 

wind pressure. 

3.2.1 Tension and Dead End Tower 
 

Transverse loads due to wind action on tower structure, 

conductors, groudwires and insulators  shall  be computed 

as per clause 4.3.1 for 75% of  full  wind  pressure.  60% 

wind span shall be considered for broken-wire  and 100% 

for intact wire. 

Transverse loads due to line deviation shall be the 

component of 100% mechanical tension of conductor and 

groundwire as defined in Clause 4.3.4 for Everyday 

temperature and 75% of full wind pressure condition. 

 
3.3 TRANSVERSE LOADS IN SAFETY 

 

Condition Normal Condition for Suspension, Tension 

and dead End Towers 

 
Transverse loads due to wind action on tower structure, 

conductor, groundwire and insulators shall be taken as nil. 

𝐹𝑤𝑑= 2 x T x sin Ø/2 
 

 
 

𝐹𝑤𝑑 = Load in Newtons 
T = Tension of conductor / groundeire at corresponding 
wind pressure. 

Ø = Angle of deviation. 
 

Broken-wire Condition for Suspension, Tension and 

Dead End towers 

Transverse loads due to wind action on tower structure, 

conductor or groundwire at everyday temperature  and 

nil wind on account of line deviation shall be considered 

as follows : 

TM = T1 x sin Ø/2 
 

Where, 
 

TM = Load in newtons 
 

T1 = 50% of tension in Newtons of conductor and 100% of 

tension of groundwire at everyday temperature and nil 

wind for suspension tower and 100% for angle and dead 

end towers for both conductor and groundwire. 

Ø = Angle of deviation of the tower. 
 

Vertical loads for Reliability condition 
 

Vertical loads for Security Condition and safety condi- 

tion 

Longitudinal Loads for Reliability condition 

Longitudinal Loads for Security Condition 

Longitudinal Loads – Safety Condition. 

http://www.irjweb.com/
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4 METHODOLOGY FLOWCHART 
 

 
 

5 COMPARATIVE STUDY 

 
5.1 Space Comparison For Transmission line tower and 

Monopole Tower 

 

Dimension Comparison For Transmission line tower 

and Monopole Tower 
 

 
Space Comparison Chart 

 

 

 
5.2 Axial Force Comparison of Transmission Line 

Tower and Monopole Tower. 
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5.3 Comparison of Deflection for transmission line 

tower and Monopole tower. 

 
 
 

5.3 Weight Comparison of transmission line tower and 

Monopole tower. 

 

6CONCLUSION 

 

 From this Comparative study, It Conclude that 

Monopole tower required less right of way, Space 

requirement is less than a transmission line tower, 

It gives Better visual appearance, Usage of Less 

Compo- nents gives benefits in Faster installation, 

and less installation cost. 

 From study, It conclude that Transmission line tower 

required 25 square metre area when Monopole 

required only one square meter area, Monopole 

tower occupies 96% less area than a Transmission 

line tower. 

 Monopole tower can be constructed where space 

availability is less in  compared  with  the  

transmission line towers. 

 It can be also conclude that maximum deflection 

of monopole tower is 165mm and maximum 

deflection of transmission tower is 28mm, 

Monopole tower deflection is more than the 

transmission tower, It is specified in “ CENTRAL 

BOARD OF IRRIGATION AND POWER” maximum 

1.5% of the pole height deflection is allowa- ble in 

Monopole tower. 

 It conclude that broken conductor case, bigger 

deflec- tion of the steel pole reduces tension in 

intact span and induces smaller bending moment 

at base. Round profile induces less wind. 

 The monopole towers show 18.7% lesser weight 

compared to transmission line tower, 
 

 In case of cost estimation Monopole Tower  is  4  to  5 

times cheaper than transmission line tower, 

monopole tower erection cost is lesser than 

transmission line tower because of less components. 

Monopole tower can be installed within 3 days. 
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